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fore, a net loss to this employment of some 60 'foreign* people. The
changes studied illustrate the constant shift of unskilled labour
between building and its kindred industries. The movements be-
tween building, contracting, and local and national government
service (which covers such work as road-building) account for nearly
300 cases, or one-seventh of all changes recorded.
The main impression given by the figures is the absorption of
workers from other industries by the expanding motor industry.
Although insured women are considerably less mobile in space than
men (see Table 6) there is not a significant difference between men
and women in what may be called 'inter-industriaP mobility.
The places of origin of the immigrants.
The accompanying map shows the pkces of origin of the 'foreign-
ers' working in Oxford in July 1936.' It shows the original office at
which the worker entered the Unemployment Insurance Scheme,
but it does not throw any light on intermediate stages of migration,
if any, as these are not recorded in the material on which the map is
based. Table 8 summarizes the information shown on the map by
grouping the 'foreigners' according to the geographical divisions in
which the Employment Exchange system is organized. The Oxford
table 8
'"Foreigners* in Oxford in July 1936^ according to division of origin



'Foreigners* in the motor 

'Foreigners9 
industry 




IJving outside 
Division 
'    Number 
% of total 
Total 
the Survey Area* 
South-West 
4,058 
36-7 
1,624 
1,099 
Wales 
M95 
10-8 
566 
30 
London 
1,178 
10-7 
376 

South-East 
995 
9-0 
467 

Midlands   . 
911 
8-2 
448 

North-East 
639 
5'8 
3*4 

North-West 
518 
4'7 
280 

Scotland    . 
158 
1*4 
90 

Northern Ireland 
16 
o-i 
2 

Retired    from    H.M 




Forcesf . 
1,387 
12-6 
705 
-. 
Total     . 
11,055 
100*0 
4,882 
1,129 
* Based on the inquiry about the residential distribution of workers in the motor
industry, see Appendix IV.
f The books issued to these people are marked with a conventional symbol which
has no geographical significance.
1 The full list of pkces is given in Appendix I, note 13.

